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 Yuri Honing.
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The Dutch jazz scene has a long and lively history of deconstructing orthodoxies with a

mix of deadpan humour, high skill, and deft juggling of the far-out and the familiar.

Saxophonist Yuri Honing has representated this tradition honorably for over a decade,

performing with stars such as Herbie Hancock and Pat Metheny in the process. In

earlier years, Honing conjured some inspired dissections of pop songs by Björk, Abba

and Sting, with a mission statement of testing familiar tunes to quintessence or

destruction. The pursuit continues with his new album, True, which includes pop

material by Alison Goldfrapp and David Bowie. There's plenty of powerful new original

material from this Berlin session, too, and Honing is joined by ECM-label pianist

Wolfert Brederode, bassist Ruben Samama, not to mention the saxophonist's regular

drummer for many years, the ingenious Joost Lijbaart.

Pizza Express Jazz Club, W1, Thu

John Fordham

Trio Libero, Swansea

The cool swing and bursts of Coltrane-esque atonal jaggedness that have made British

saxophonist Andy Sheppard such a distinctive European jazz voice get plenty of elbow

room in the supergroup Trio Libero. But Sheppard's cool individualism also contributes

to a collective strength that made last year's debut album for the prestigious ECM label a

triumph. The lineup of Sheppard, Polar Bear drummer Seb Rochford (a man with

arguably the most distinctive hair in jazz), and French double-bassist Michel Benita

slowly coalesced between a 2008 workshop at the Jazz Sous Les Pommiers festival and

a gig at last year's Cheltenham Jazz Festival. Rochford can resemble an understated

Elvin Jones when Sheppard's in Coltrane-tenor mood, or an abstract-texture

percussionist in electronic passages, and can swing intensely without histrionics or high

volume. Bassist Benita is conversational, quick-witted, robust and muscular in tone and


